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Foreword

By 2018, Palmerston will be at capacity, vacant blocks around Darwin will be developed. Darwin is one of the fastest growing cities in Australia. While much of this growth will be absorbed by in-fill development in Darwin’s existing suburbs and new Palmerston suburbs, we have to start planning now for the future growth of the Territory.

Our children and grandchildren will want to live in houses that are in-tune with our environment. They will want to live in a community that connects people with schools, work, shops and recreation facilities that are within walking distance rather than a car ride away.

Achieving this means starting now with good land use planning, setting aside strategic transport corridors and considering the physical and social services that will be needed.

The Weddell Conference and Design Forum gave us a blank canvas on which to paint ideas, consider the picture and recalibrate what we had created.

It was a unique opportunity rarely experienced by our planning professionals and engineers to consider the views of the community, the imagination of our youth and to engage with such a range of experts.

We hope this broad engagement process will lead to innovative master planning and design options for the new tropical, sustainable and liveable city of Weddell so we create a place that people live in by choice, not necessity.

Now that we have generated the debate, considered the constraints, come up with some solutions and challenged each other on what the future looks like, we need to develop a realistic and practical roadmap to Weddell.

Considering the Outcomes of the Weddell Design Forum is the first step in this process. I thank everyone who has contributed so far and look forward to the broad, honest and valued input of Territorians from all walks of life to our planning for the future city of Weddell.

David Ritchie
Chief Executive
Department of Lands and Planning, Northern Territory
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Introduction

Weddell is to be a new city planned as the next major increment of growth for the Darwin Region. It is south of Palmerston, and is bounded by the Elizabeth and Blackmore Rivers, the Middle Arm Peninsula and the Stuart Highway. It has capacity for 50,000 people, as well as significant capacity for employment uses, community uses, parkland and recreation.

The vision for Weddell is for it to be a leading edge tropical, sustainable and liveable City, demonstrating innovative approaches to sustainable transport, jobs self-sufficiency, environmental management and mixed use development.

The Weddell Conference and Design Forum was a week-long initiative, hosted by the Northern Territory Department of Lands and Planning, to engage with the public to explore future options for the development of Weddell, and to provide a framework for the next stages of work relating to the planning of Weddell.

This event provided a wonderful opportunity for both the general and professional community of Darwin to participate, alongside internationally-renowned urban design leaders, to test a range of scenarios for the future form and extent of growth for Weddell.

Around 400 people attended the Weddell Conference and selected sessions of the Weddell Design Forum, of which around 50 members of the Darwin professional community (Government, private and non-profit) participated fully for three days in the Design Forum.

At present, the Weddell site comprises largely native forest in Government ownership and a smaller area of privately owned rural land. Over the past year, technical studies relating to Weddell have been initiated, and are at various stages of completion. These studies provided very valuable input to the Design Forum.

Over the week, eight different design teams produced designs in response to eight different scenarios. Input to the designs was also obtained from community ideas and the input of specialist groups who were consulted during the Forum.

This brochure has been prepared to firstly document the Forum Outcomes, and secondly to provide a basis for further community discussion on the range of issues and options for the future development of Weddell.

Weddell Design Forum Objectives

The Weddell Design Forum had the following objectives:

- Explore, through place-based design, how Weddell may be developed as a leading tropical, sustainable and liveable city for around 50,000 people

- Explore how Weddell may optimise its role in the context of predicted growth both across the Greater Darwin Region, and in relationship to the adjoining Middle Arm Industrial Precinct

- Produce a range of design concept plans for Weddell, illustrating the design implications of the different approaches that can be taken to key parameters (such as biting insects, water interface, urban density and mixed use, jobs self-sufficiency and sustainable transport, innovative service provision and environmental management)

- Provide a range of design concept plans for Weddell to stimulate professional and community debate and discussion on the choices and trade-offs

- Test the adequacy of existing technical information, and inform the ongoing Weddell technical and feasibility studies through revealing information requirements and providing hypothetical urban structures for evaluation

- Inform the location options for major infrastructure, about which decisions may be required in the short term

- Reveal the potential implications and impacts on current growth strategies for surrounding areas (including Palmerston and its new south east suburbs, Noonamah, Berry Springs and Coolalinga) arising from the development of Weddell

- Identify implications for the structure of long term urban growth around the Darwin Harbour

- Inform the scope and approach to the proposed Weddell Design Competition.
The Site + Growth Context

The Weddell Urban Growth Area

Weddell is around 40km from central Darwin, and 19km south of Palmerston. It is around 12-18km west of the extensive rural residential population of Litchfield Shire focussed around Coolalinga, Humpty Doo and Howard Springs.

The Weddell site is around 6,000 hectares in area. Around 3,000-4,000ha is potentially suited to urban development. The site is bisected by the Adelaide to Darwin rail line. Land generally to the west of the line is unsuited to residential development but may provide some areas for industrial development and infrastructure.

The site is currently served by two unsealed roads – Jenkins Road, which links the Stuart Highway to the Channel Island Road and Elizabeth River bridge, and Finn Road, which runs south from Jenkins Road to Berry Springs. Around half of the site drains north to the Elizabeth River, and the other half drains southwest to the Blackmore River. Jenkins Road runs generally along the ridgeline.

The site is largely undeveloped, with the western two thirds being public land covered with savannah woodland, and the eastern third being private land, with some low intensity farming uses and a privately owned airfield.

Site Constraints

Prior to the Design Forum, detailed site constraints information was compiled into a composite Constraints Map, shown opposite. The key constraints include flood-prone land and waterlogged soils, biting insect impact areas, archaeological heritage sites, conservation-zoned land, existing and future major infrastructure corridors, and assets such as the MKT airfield. Additional constraints are still being identified relating to areas of environmental protection and cultural heritage.

The Design Teams used the composite Constraints Map, shown opposite, as a base plan to inform their designing. Not all constraints represent a complete prohibition to development, but rather they indicate that the issues need to be addressed.

Indicative Residential Development Rates

A range of indicative growth rate forecasts for Weddell have been prepared to the year 2021, assuming development commences around 2014. These estimates indicate that the size of Weddell in 2021 could range from around a high of 4,160 dwellings (10,500 population) to a low of 1,270 dwellings (3,200 population). In part, this depends on whether Darwin's growth is focussed towards completing Palmerston East first, or whether Palmerston East and Weddell grow concurrently.

Growth estimates from 2021 onwards range from an additional 950 dwellings per annum under a high growth scenario to 530 dwellings per annum under a low growth scenario.

Under a high growth scenario, Weddell could reach a population of 40,000-50,000 in 25 years (2035). By contrast, under a low growth scenario, it may only be around 20,000-25,000 people by 2035. This wide range in potential growth rates and size forecasts for Weddell presents significant challenges for its design and financing, and highlights the need to provide a highly robust and adaptable urban structure for the future city.
The Weddell composite Constraints Map showing contours, roads and major constraints affecting the site. The three bands of yellow, orange and red depict the three biting insect constraint zones based on different degrees of intervention to reduce the biting insect impacts.
Community Input

The Weddell Conference and Design Forum sought to achieve high levels of community input and engagement in the process. Community awareness was raised through:

- A dedicated Weddell website— www.growingnt.nt.gov.au
- Outreach to key community stakeholders, interest groups and professional groups
- Extensive print and television advertising.

Community input and participation was sought through:

**Pre Conference + Forum**
- “Have Your Say” feedback from the website
- Comment Sheets from Community Forums
- Weddell Ideas Competition
- Outreach to key community stakeholders, special interest groups and professional groups.

**During Conference + Design Forum**
- Public Attendance at the Conference
- Facilitated Group Discussion on a range of questions at the Conference
- Special Interest Group Consultation
- Attendance by invitation at the Design Forum
- Public attendance at two Design Review Sessions during the Design Forum
- Public attendance at Presentation of Design Forum Outcomes

**Post Conference + Design Forum**
- Public attendance at November forum to present this Weddell Design Forum Outcomes Summary Booklet
- General distribution of this Weddell Design Forum Outcomes Booklet in hard and soft copy
- Weddell website – “Have Your Say” and “See What Others Have Said” and continued access to resources and records of Conference and Design Forum

During the Conference and Design Forum over 400 people participated. Those who participated came from a broad cross section of the Northern Territory community and included elected representatives from Territory and Local Government, government departments and agencies, non-government organisations, land owners, residents, designers, architects, planners, engineers, surveyors and members of the local community. There was limited engagement with indigenous representative groups and further culturally appropriate engagement is necessary.

**Ideas Competition**

As part of the community engagement process, an Ideas Competition was held prior to the Conference and Design Forum. School students and community members were invited to conceive and design their vision of what a future City of Weddell could be. The short-listed entries were on prominent display during the Conference and Design Forum. The winning entries were presented during the Conference. Details of the entries are on the Weddell website.

**Small Group Consultation**

At the conclusion of the first day of the Conference, the attendees were asked to break into groups of 6–8 with a facilitator to ask a selection of the following questions:

- What types of parks and public open spaces should be provided in Weddell?
- How can we reduce car dependence in Weddell and how can we support walking, cycling and public transport use?
- How can we increase housing density and diversity whilst also creating a city with a strong tropical urban character?
- What are the key features of a liveable, attractive, vibrant town centre for Weddell?
- How can we improve housing affordability in Weddell? Is the price of housing the only issue or should we be concerned about the costs of living in Weddell as part of affordability?
- How can we generate sufficient jobs in Weddell and Middle Arm? What sort of jobs should they be?
- How can we make Weddell a water or river-focussed city, given the constraints of biting insects, mangroves, flooding and storm surge?
- What are the most important aspects of sustainability that Weddell should demonstrate?
- Should new housing differ from that in recent estates such as Lyons, Rosebery, Gunn, Bellamack etc? If so, how? And how can it be more affordable?
Special Interest Groups

During the Design Forum, the team conducted consultations with several groups having a special interest in Weddell. The groups consulted, and some of the issues raised, are summarised below. This does not represent a comprehensive list of all groups having an interest in Weddell. A number of other key groups were represented through involvement of members in the Design Teams.

**MKT Airfield**

During a comment session within the conference, a community group representing the interests of the MKT airfield made strong representations in regard to the airfield's current use and the need to consider this existing use when planning Weddell.

A stakeholders’ consultation was conducted and information relating to the airfield’s use operation and history was received from the airfield owners and users.

Several design teams were briefed to consider the potential continuation of this use and its impact on design.

**Local Government**

Elected representatives as well as senior staff from Darwin City Council, Palmerston City Council and Litchfield Council attended a consultation session during the Forum. Key issues identified were:

- Governance model for a future Weddell - An extension of Palmerston, part of Litchfield or a new local authority?
- Timing of services and social infrastructure - Not to burden existing services in Palmerston
- Weddell as part of Greater Darwin needs the support of better public transport in the wider region.

**Social Inclusion**

During the Forum a consultation session was held with key stakeholder groups involved in providing social services to the community. These included the Northern Territory Council of Social Services, the Council of Churches, the NT Shelter and Council of the Aging.

The process sought to identify previous and current social issues of greenfield suburban development and ways to address these issues at Weddell. Ideas developed were extensive and may be found in detail on the Weddell website.

Key inputs:

- Provide multipurpose community facilities
- Social Services to be provided earlier rather than later
- Cater for a diverse population
- Good urban design to create a sense of community.

**Green Industry**

During the Forum a consultation session was held with invited representatives of Green Industry, relevant interest groups and Government departments, and was part of a wider process to look at green business initiatives within the Northern Territory as a whole as well as the new City of Weddell. This session included a delegation from Japan representing Hitachi.

A wide range of proposals were developed for consideration and are listed on the Weddell website.

**Sustainability Themes**

In the NT Government’s *Territory 2030 Plan*, 2009, Weddell is promoted as a “world class green city and a model for the future”. However there many different ways of achieving such leading edge urban sustainability, and there are unique challenges when applying these intentions to a new urban extension in a remote, ‘western’ city in the tropics. It was therefore necessary to endeavour to scope out the key sustainability themes for Weddell in advance of the Design Forum.

Well prior to the Design Forum, an overview was provided by the Weddell Design Forum consultants to NT Government staff covering the world’s leading sustainable cities, and the key sustainability targets and rating systems currently in use. This was followed in August by a workshop, led by Elton Consulting, involving staff across all NT Government agencies, who sought to define and agree on the most applicable Sustainability Themes and parameters considered of most relevance to Weddell.

The following eight themes were identified and the key parameters to consider were defined for each theme:

- Climate change and greenhouse action
- Sustainable transport
- Ecological footprint
- Biodiversity
- Economic sustainability
- Health and well-being
- Culture and creativity
- Equity
Key Issues for Weddell

The design of the new City of Weddell as a leading edge sustainable city (or indeed even just as a conventional urban expansion) confronts many challenging issues. Some, but by no means all, of the key issues identified for the Design Team prior to the Forum included the following:

What + When?
Should Weddell start soon and grow slowly? Or should its start be delayed until a relatively high rate of growth is assured for the first ten years or so, in order to create a critical mass justifying early provision of facilities such as schools, shops and public transport? What impact will the rate of growth have on infrastructure costs and land prices?

Should Weddell start at all? There is a view held by some that Darwin should consolidate and intensify north of the Elizabeth River, rather than establishing another new greenfield city.

But how much do we know about the capacity for infill? As part of the design for Weddell, the Virginia area north of the River will need to be investigated as part of this question.

How Big?
The Weddell site has an indicative urban capacity of over 100,000 people, and including the Virginia area, possibly much higher than that. So should we only plan for a city of 40,000 to 50,000, or should we plan to the long term urban edge?

Where to Start?
A key challenge for Weddell is to determine where growth should start. Outside the biting insect constraint? Proximity to Jenkins Road services? Proximity to INPEX? And how can we mitigate the sense of isolation and remoteness associated with early development surrounded by forest, with minimal local services? Should the 3,000-person INPEX workers village, currently proposed for Howard Springs, be built instead in Weddell as an early catalyst?

Infrastructure Services
Should we continue planning for conventional power, water and sewer services? Or, given the target for Weddell is to be a model, leading edge, sustainable city, should we now be testing and costing alternative power sources, water recycling and innovative sewerage treatment.

Street Types + Networks
Most recent urban arterial roads and local street patterns in Greater Darwin are designed for a car-dependant lifestyle. If we want Weddell to be very supportive of public transport, walking and cycling, the street pattern, typology and management philosophy needs to change radically.

Street networks will need to be much more interconnected; arterials will not be back-fenced, but will be pedestrian-friendly integrators lined by mixed use development. Traffic lights will be preferred to roundabouts, and bus stops will be located on street patterns that minimise customer walking distance. High quality footpaths and shade trees will complement narrower residential street pavements.

Biting Insects
Mapping of biting insects has revealed very high counts of midges in the north west and west of Weddell. These require mitigation by various means if urban development is to be able to engage with the Elizabeth River or extend west of Finn Road.

The conventional Darwin solution has been to allow rural residential development as a buffer. However, this use is inconsistent with the vision of Weddell as a leading edge sustainable city.

Other midge mitigation measures include use of industry as a buffer, or low-tide stream barrages (which drown the midge breeding areas), or high walls and possibly other treatments. However, many of the treatments are unproven, and their environmental impact has not been assessed.
River Interface
The Elizabeth River is fringed by a wide belt of mangroves, typically 200-300m wide. If biting midge control allows development close to the river, how can urban development engage with the water across such a distance? Should limited sections of mangrove frontage be removed and the land filled, in order to enable, say, a city centre, to have an urban river frontage?

Public Transport
Weddell seeks to have a high quality public transport service. Bus transitways, or possibly light rail, have been suggested to provide attractive, efficient links to Palmerston and the Darwin CBD. However, such services require relatively dense walkable mixed use urban development along a corridor averaging around 2km wide, and more customers beyond, as well as good access to a string of major destinations beyond Weddell. Can this be achieved in Weddell, and on a route between Weddell and Darwin CBD?

How much will it cost to establish and operate? Can Weddell earn and justify a high standard public transport service? If Weddell is successful in achieving high levels of jobs self-sufficiency, will the service not be used enough, or will it be used by people coming from beyond, to work or play in the new destination of Weddell?

Innovative rubber tyre trams in Padua, with underground electric rail and battery power backup

Stream + Soil Constraints
The stream lines throughout Weddell are small, incised creeks, with limited size catchments. However, due to flooding in the wet season, they are flanked by wide areas of waterlogged soils, typically totalling around 200 metres in width. Should these wide corridors be retained in their entirety, possibly with additional buffers, or should segments be narrowed and re-shaped to enable efficient urbanism beside them, and short and safe pedestrian routes across them?

Inland Lakes
Designs for Weddell may include permanent lakes as amenity features, particularly in areas away from the Elizabeth River. The stream valley structure provides topographic opportunities for such lakes, however due to the long Dry Season, lakes would dry up and lose their value unless supplemented by other water sources. The Weddell site is unusual in the Darwin Region in that it does not have any significant groundwater, which is the usual top-up source. So is there a way of obtaining water from, say, recycled supply or sea water, or other options, to enable lakes in Weddell?

Innovative rubber tyre trams in Padua, with underground electric rail and battery power backup

Existing Vegetation
The Weddell site is currently a savannah woodland, with extensive termite mounds. Is it possible to retain small patches of this forest effectively within urban areas? Can good mature trees be retained in lots or in urban parks? And how is the forest to be managed where it abuts urban edges?
Jobs
A sustainable Weddell will require high numbers of jobs to minimise external travel, road costs and congestion in the Greater Darwin Region. Should jobs be established first, before the residential development? What level of jobs self-sufficiency should be the target – 60%?, 75%? (By comparison, Palmerston is quite low, at 42%).

What sort of jobs should be sought? Industrial development itself does not generate large numbers of jobs; it’s the service businesses that support it, together with knowledge and information economy businesses, or major regional facilities such as hospitals and universities, which generate many of today’s jobs. How can these be catalysed in Weddell?

MKT Airfield
The MKT airfield is a private light aircraft airfield located in Weddell, just north of Jenkins Road. It is used by a wide range of organisations and individuals, and the main runway is now sealed. Is it possible and beneficial to retain this airfield, without significant impact on the future urban area? If so, can its role be expanded to provide a significant general aviation hub for Weddell and Middle Arm? Are there other sites in or near Weddell that are more suitable for a second airport for Darwin, that can provide a high quality general aviation airport, and which has less impact on future urban land?

Working with MKT representatives at the start of the Forum, the constraints on future height and type of development associated with retaining the main runway were estimated, and are illustrated below.

Ferry
There has been strong interest in establishing a fast ferry from Weddell to the Darwin CBD. However, where would a ferry terminal be located? Can it operate well up into the Elizabeth River? And if not, will it be remote from the urban development it is trying to serve? Will there be sufficient customer support to justify a frequent service?

Urban Agriculture
There has been very strong interest from the public for Weddell to incorporate community farms and urban agriculture. This would enable local food production as well as retaining some rural character within the new city.

However urban agriculture will require adequate sources of water. As groundwater is not available, other sources will need to be identified, such as urban stormwater capture or recycled water from sewerage treatment. In addition, further investigations are needed to identify areas of appropriate soil types.
Scenarios

Approach
The workshop involved defining eight different growth scenarios to ensure the many different parameters for Weddell’s future could be designed, tested and debated in a realistic, site-responsive manner. Two scenarios focussed around the following four themes:

- Prosperous City
- Water City
- Diverse and Affordable City
- Sustainable City

In addition to a key theme, each scenario was required to address other parameters including city size and extent, growth rate, starting point, response to biting insect constraints, major form of public transport, development density, jobs self-sufficiency, external connections, retention or otherwise of MKT airfield, etc. These parameters broadly covered the likely range of known variables that could influence the future urban structure and extent of Weddell.

On the first and second days, the teams produced preliminary concepts in response to their scenario, and presented these to the wider group for comment and review. On the third day, the focus was on providing more detailed designs for parts of the plans, including indicative street layouts and building layouts for key nodes or housing typologies. Perspective sketches were prepared of some special places. The scenarios were not synthesised into a ‘preferred outcome’; rather they were resolved sufficiently to present a plausible design response emphasising their key parameters.

Teams
The Design Forum participants were grouped into eight teams. Each team was led by a highly experienced urban designer, bringing skills from across Australia and beyond, and their extensive knowledge of sustainable urbanism at the city-wide scale. Each team contained people with a range of skills, technical expertise and local knowledge who all contributed a huge amount of input to their group. Relevant expertise was matched to the Scenario theme wherever possible.

Order of Scenario Descriptions
The scenario outcomes are described in the following pages. The smaller and lower density cities are presented first, followed by the larger-scale higher density cities. Scenarios D, E and F focussed on Weddell as a city to grow to around 40,000-50,000 people; Scenario G was somewhat larger; whilst Scenarios A, B, C and H tested a city out to the long term urban edge of Weddell and environs, possibly accommodating over 120,000 people.

Land Use Graphic Colour Code
All scenario plans use the same colour code, as follows:

- **Red** Retail
- **Medium Density Residential**
- **Industrial**
- **Commercial**
- **Conventional Residential**
- **Urban Parkland**

The colour refers to the predominant use at ground floor level; other uses may occur at upper levels, particularly in centres and along mixed use corridors.

Summary of Scenarios

**Scenario A - Mixed Use City** (Prosperous City)
Innovative jobs and business development driving population growth. Green industry and knowledge economy emphasis / mixed-use vibrancy. Target >60% jobs self-sufficiency. Create high amenity first node / village that becomes a ‘must see’ for international urban designers.

**Scenario B - Industrial City** (Prosperous City)
INPEX-led industrial development focus; major freight rail demand (provide for extensive / truck / rail / port interchange). Test providing major industrial areas as west part of Weddell in lieu of Glyde Point. Generate very high levels of jobs self-sufficiency to reduce external travel demand.

**Scenario C - River City** (Water City)
Optimise interaction with Elizabeth River, controlling midges but minimising loss of mangroves. Accelerate urban development east of rail to create a midget buffer. Provide higher densities around a light rail spine, servicing a large city with riverfront CBD.

**Scenario D - Inland Water City** (Water City)
Focus urban centres and density towards creeks, inland lakes and valleys with attractive water features. Create improved mixed-use, walkable, diverse urbanism relative to recent suburbs.

**Scenario E - Economical City** (Diverse & Affordable City)
Cost-effective and affordable to Government. Maximise growth on Government land. Minimise unnecessary expenditure on trunk infrastructure but increase expenditure on provision of early community services and facilities, and on urban amenity.

**Scenario F - Affordable City** (Diverse & Affordable City)
Provide more affordable housing, through a wide range of diverse housing products and lower-priced house and land packages. Explore impact of varying lot size and frontage width on cost of lots for single dwellings. Explore costs of varied road reserve and pavement widths.

**Scenario G - Environmental City** (Sustainable City)
Weddell as a “Green City”. Maximise environmental sustainability whilst achieving good urban sustainability including passive solar management. Test potential for creating urban agriculture/community gardens.

**Scenario H - Transit City** (Sustainable City)
Optimise urban sustainability. Create a large, efficient city with denser mixed-use towns and walkable neighbourhoods structured to support efficient bus transit way and possible future light rail to Palmerston and Darwin. Aim for >60% jobs self-sufficiency. Create new Weddell City Centre but maintain strong role for Darwin CBD.
Design Outcomes
Scenario D - Inland Water City

Preliminary Design Investigations
Essentially the city is constrained to the central higher land area of Weddell by the biting insects. The team produced a preliminary sub-regional plan, which located the main city centre north of Jenkins Road, at the Y junction of the main Bennett’s Creek system, concentrated around a relatively large urban lake. A secondary town centre was located to the south of Jenkins Road, with a central north-south road linking these and heading north over the Elizabeth River, through Virginia and to Palmerston. A cluster of walkable neighbourhoods supported each of these centres.

The Jenkins Road alignment was retained as a major road train route and its frontage developed up as a light industrial/business corridor. The MKT airfield was retained as an operational light aircraft operation and its environs protected from residential intrusion. The airfield was seen as having strong synergies with the Jenkins Road enterprise corridor.

Creating Permanent Waterbodies
The team focussed on testing ways of creating permanent water bodies, including consideration of possible costs, management issues and environmental impacts. Options including pumping sea water inland from the Elizabeth River, pumping groundwater from the nearest available source near Berry Springs, using recycled water from a Weddell Sewerage Treatment Plant or from an interim package sewerage treatment plant.

The preferred option involved creation of an upstream ‘sacrificial wetland’ reservoir that could be gradually emptied through the dry season to top up the permanent lake. The team calculated evaporation and infiltration would reduce water levels by 2.5m per year and, using estimates of annual rainfall, were able to calculate that the upstream reservoir would need to be three times the volume of the lake. It would need to be an average of 5m deep and would need a catchment of around 20 times the area of the reservoir. These water bodies could be supplemented by cleansed urban stormwater from constructed treatment ponds that could be located along the streams and gullies.

Bennett’s Creek
Bennett’s Creek and its tributaries become the focus of the city with the permanent lakes and sacrificial wetlands located along them. The city centre capitalises on its setting overlooking the “Cullen Bay-sized” urban lake, sized and shaped to support a diverse range of water recreation activities. Outside the lake and upstream reservoir, the waterlogged soil areas are retained as green corridors, into which the urban stormwater treatment features are incorporated.

Public Transport
The major bus route is located along the north-south spine road which could potentially operate express buses to Palmerston and the Darwin CBD. The overall size and moderate density of Weddell may make it difficult to support a dedicated bus transitway. Additional bus routes would serve neighbourhoods beyond the spine route and serve the Jenkins Road enterprise corridor out to the Middle Arm industrial area.

The First Stage of Development
The team also explored how the 3,000-person INPEX Construction Camp could be used as the catalyst for the first neighbourhood. The camp was located just north of Jenkins Road for easy access and to the south-east of the proposed lake. It would be constructed as a permanent urban
neighbourhood, rather than as a temporary facility. Finn Road would be sealed early, down to the Cox Peninsula Road to encourage additional traffic to help support Weddell’s early neighbourhoods.

Efficient Development of Land
The team concentrated urban development onto Government land and found with efficient layout and a moderate increase in density, around 40,000 people could be accommodated in the unconstrained Government land. At a later stage, the urban area could be extended towards Noonamah.

City Attractors
As regional teaching hospital was proposed in the city centre combined with an education and research centre focussing on medical, dental and veterinary sciences. This could be supported by a specialist agriculture and veterinary studies secondary college. A regional sporting facility, similar to the Fred’s Pass Complex, is shown at the southern end of the city.

Conclusion
This plan provides for a city of similar population to Palmerston but occupying less overall area. Because of the unmitigated biting insect constraints, the city will essentially be a town in a forest. There will be gradual development of industry to the west on and near Middle Arm and the railway.

However, it is likely that substantial areas of woodland would remain for a long time, as the lack of groundwater or other large-scale fresh water supply will limit land use for agriculture. Management of the town’s woodland setting, particularly in relation to fire, will require consideration.
To attract reasonably fast rates of land development (to generate both good returns on investment and a successful community) the Team recognised that a higher than normal level of expenditure on amenity features and early services and community facilities will be required.

**Indicative Design Concept**

Team E prepared a Y-shaped city layout, with the North South Arterial extending over the Elizabeth River to just south of Jenkins Road and then bifurcating, with one fork heading southwest to join Finn Road, and the other to the south east as a spine through elevated private land southwest of Noonamah.

The main city centre is shown at the North South Arterial and Jenkins Road junction, with secondary centres to the south and south-east. Public transport is provided by a bus transitway along the North-South Arterial to Palmerston and Darwin. It would run from Jenkins Road northward, with an on-street bus network serving the Y fork of development south of Jenkins Road.

A central lake is to be established as an initial amenity feature. As explained for Scenario D, it will require an upstream reservoir to keep it full, as will other lakes. The first neighbourhood will be established along the southern edge of this lake, and be accessed off Jenkins Road.

Jenkins Road is largely retained on its current alignment through to Channel Island Road. Where it runs through urban development, it will be an attractive urban integrator arterial, not dominated by power lines, which will be relocated or undergrounded to minimise their impact on this key route.

Industrial development is shown around the MKT airfield, and to the south of the city, where it provides a noise buffer along the railway, and access to the proposed Weddell Arterial. Most of the land to the north and west of the urban area remains as woodland in the medium to longer term, whilst a buffer strip of rural residential lots is shown along the western urban boundary to reduce midge impacts on abutting urban dwellings.

This rural residential development would have a layout that ensured it could be efficiently converted to urban or industrial uses in the future.

**Government Land First**

The Team developed Government land first, to help recoup the initial infrastructure investment by Government, given there is no framework for private developer funding of headworks in the NT. It also offers the best chance to ensure that new development will incorporate and demonstrate leading edge, sustainable development practices.

**Development Costs**

The Team prepared indicative costs for physical and social infrastructure at 1,000 dwellings, 4,000 dwellings and 20,000 dwellings (50,000 people) including public transport options, social infrastructure items, and costs associated with sustainable technology (eg. solar power, recycled water, local food production, etc).

The analysis showed that prudent staging of infrastructure is required to efficiently manage capital expenditure, so that social facilities and urban amenity can be provided as early as possible. More details on the range of infrastructure required and indicative costing is on page 27.

### Social Infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>~$480m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Station</td>
<td>~$10m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Health Clinic</td>
<td>~$10m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Sports Centre</td>
<td>~$40m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library/Community Centres</td>
<td>~$12m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Station</td>
<td>~$10m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sub-total)</td>
<td>~$562m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% delivery</td>
<td>~$112m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>~$674m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per dwelling</td>
<td>~$33,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on 20,000 dwellings. Capital cost only, estimate for workshop purposes only - subject to further verification*
**Growth Rates**

The Team considered optimal growth rates for Weddell, and reviewed the impact of planned major expansion of rural living zones nearby on the growth rates and land values in Weddell, as well as competition from land releases in Palmerston’s Eastern Suburbs, which are likely to continue until around 2018.

The Team found there needs to be sufficient market depth for a fast start-up growth rate for Weddell, to pay a return for infrastructure investment and create a viable community.

**Conclusion**

Like Scenario D, this plan provides for a city slightly larger than Palmerston, but on less overall area. Because of the biting insect constraints, the city will essentially be surrounded by forest, remote from the river and harbour. The challenge is to create sufficient amenity and services to generate early sales momentum and attract ‘buyers of choice’ to this pioneering location, at reasonably fast growth rates, which then need to be maintained.

By careful staging of development and maximising use of existing infrastructure, development costs can be moderated; however they remain high, especially for the first 1-4,000 dwellings.

The required fast start-up rate for Weddell will be problematic if there is direct competition from either low cost, minimally-serviced rural residential lots nearby, or from competing urban lots in the Palmerston Eastern Suburbs.

*Land use and urban structure*

*Typical neighbourhood*

*Artists impression of the first phase of development under Scenario E*
Scenario F - Affordable City

Whilst generally constrained to within the midge-free zone (to save expenditure on biting insect mitigation) the Team sought to encroach closer to the Elizabeth River to improve the public transport customer base along the North South Arterial route, and to justify better road links to Coolalinga. Coolalinga was recognised as the nearest large centre and was seen as very important in providing services for the early stages of Weddell.

**Affordability Investigations**

The Team began with a detailed examination of all the factors contributing to housing costs and household affordability. These included aspirational, purchasing, living and public cost affordability. They scoped out the key ways of addressing each of these factors.

**Testing Heavy Rail**

The Team established that the existing single freight train line cannot share with passenger trains because of scheduling conflicts, risk of delays, and threat to the freight rail economics and viability. If the track was required for passenger rail, a second track would be required, but this would still provide a less than ideal shared service.

More importantly, the rail line does not pass through Palmerston, nor through the future Weddell urban area (because of biting midge constraints and other factors), nor does it serve many major destinations in Greater Darwin. Thus the Team concluded it would be better to establish public transport on a route that would run through the new urban area, using a mode such as bus or light rail that was more easily integrated into a walkable urban fabric.

**Housing Typologies**

The Team produced a wide range of housing typologies to address the key design challenges of affordability, housing choice and sustainable design. Street and lot layout principles were established to complement these typologies, including neighbourhood layouts to provide a good choice of conventional housing as well as smaller lots and other higher density housing.

**Indicative Design Concept**

The Team F Weddell City concept urbanises land generally east of the Finn Road alignment, across to and including a key node at Noonamah. Urban development also extends northward to abut the Elizabeth River, requiring some mitigation of the midge biting zone. The main CBD is located east of Bennett’s Creek, with a diverted Jenkins Road alignment providing the main spine arterial before it heads west to the Middle Arm industrial area. The MKT airfield was retained, and surrounding areas identified for industrial development.

An additional new upstream Elizabeth River bridge helps catalyse a rationalised road link from Jenkins Road north to Coolalinga.

The team explored a different town and neighbourhood structure to the other Teams. In essence, its layout is based on a 1.6km arterial street grid located on ridgelines, with towns and neighbourhood centres, bus routes, and denser mixed use development along this network. Lower intensity uses such as parks, schools, power easements and green corridors are then concentrated into the valleys at centre of the grid, and fringed with lower density housing.

The street orientation was strongly controlled to an east/west and north/south alignment, to facilitate house siting...
optimised for solar protection and breeze capture in the Top End.

In the northwest of the site, the Team provided a large regional park, embracing the Elizabeth Riverfront and two key mangrove-fringed inlets. Provided water could be sourced, urban agriculture and community farms could be established within this park. Other land to the west, within the midge zone, could be retained for either industrial or longer term urban expansion (in conjunction with midge mitigation).

**Conclusion**

Scenario F explored the diversity of factors influencing housing affordability and then tested a more frugal urban structure, with fewer walkable neighbourhood centres and bus routes, to help reduce overall development costs.

It also expanded the scale of the city to around 70,000 to 80,000 people to help reduce overall infrastructure costs, and to make good use of all of the relatively unconstrained land east of the biting insect constraint line.

The method of biting insect mitigation to enable urban development around the upper Elizabeth River as shown, was not resolved. A tidal management barrage in the river, as explained later for Scenario C, may be required.
Scenario G - Environmental City

Environmental Protection Policies
There is a well-established policy against construction of a lake on the Elizabeth River. The Team also identified the following Government policies relating to development setbacks from waterways:

- 200m from mangrove edges
- 100m from major stream lines (applied from the edge of the waterlogged soil areas)
- 50m and 25m setbacks respectively for minor streams and gullies.

When these setbacks are applied to the main Bennett’s Creek corridor for example, it results in a corridor of around 200-300m wide. The team debated the pros and cons of such a divisive feature in urbanism, and then proceeded to prepare an urban structure to try to minimise the divisive effect by locating the main urban spines and nodes along the ridgelines.

Indicative Design Concept
The Team proposed an urban structure around a green corridor public park network based on retaining the Elizabeth River and all stream lines in their natural state, and applying the recommended setbacks. Stormwater cleansing features are incorporated into the greenways to retain high water quality.

Some biting insect mitigation is assumed in breeding areas west of the railway; this enabled urban development towards the west.

The resultant city form is an L-shaped spine running north-south, and then west to link to the Middle Arm Industrial Area and the future Weddell Arterial. Street layout is east-west/north-south to optimise passive shading and breeze capture for dwellings. Noonamah is retained as rural residential, with all new urban development concentrated towards the north-west, creating a city of around 90-100,000 people. Longer-term urban extensions can occur to the south and south-east, adding around 40,000 people.

Key attractors proposed include a Green Technology Precinct, solar farm, National Indigenous Arts and Cultural Centre, a major recycling centre, community agriculture, botanical gardens and wildlife sanctuaries, and an extensive cycleway network. Extensive forest areas are retained and managed as part of a carbon offset program.

Public Transport
The Team investigated routing the main public transport spine (busway) north then west through Weddell to join the Weddell Arterial route to Darwin CBD.

However, despite concern over the long ‘dead running’ distance through Virginia if no midge mitigation occurred along the Elizabeth River, and the stream setbacks outlined above were applied to its urbanism, the North South Arterial was chosen as the busway route because of its direct link to Palmerston.

Detailed City Centre Precinct
The Team prepared a detailed layout for the new Weddell CBD, located at the junction of Jenkins Road and the North South Arterial, east of the Bennett’s Creek parkway.

A major hospital provides the southern anchor and overlooks the greenway. The new City of Weddell Civic Precinct is the northern anchor.
Coolalinga
The Team also explored the potential for additional urban development to occur north of the Elizabeth River, in areas that were both better served by existing services and facilities and better located relative to Greater Darwin than Weddell.

Specifically the Team tested the potential for the growing Coolalinga/Fred’s Pass retail and community services node to transform into a complete town. They identified a range of areas potentially suited to residential development, including larger sites to the east of Fred’s Pass, and gradual intensification of rural living lots to the west and south.

Conclusion
The ‘Green Sustainability’ team produced an outcome that balanced retention of large natural corridors and forest areas with a relatively efficient urban structure, supporting a strong City Centre well located to serve the longer term urban area. The challenge of justifying a bus transitway via an undeveloped Virginia was identified.

The potentially high costs of establishment and management of the very wide greenways, together with the loss of potential urban land, need to be thoroughly investigated. There would also be benefits in investigating selective narrowing of the stream corridors at key nodes to improve walkable connections across it and community safety for users.

The potential for transformation of Coolalinga into a mixed use town was revealed, and more detailed investigation of its residential potential seems to be warranted.
The Team focussed on how to maximise jobs self-sufficiency in Weddell/Middle Arm, through provision of diverse employment opportunities, to increase the City's overall sustainability and reduce external travel generation.

**Industrial Development and Jobs**

Over 1,200 hectares of industrial land is predicted to be required in the Greater Darwin Region by 2025. Whilst West Weddell/Middle Arm has sufficient land to take much of this, it needs major catalysts to help attract extensive new industry. In addition to INPEX and extended freight rail and road train access, the Team investigated an intermodal, container-based ‘Inland Port’, and an expanded general aviation MKT airfield, as key catalysts.

Job generation in industrial areas is low, with Darwin typically supporting only 15 jobs/ha in light industrial areas, and INPEX could be as low as 1-2 jobs/ha. To generate high rates of jobs self-sufficiency for Weddell, targeted by the Team at 75%, it will be vital for the large industrial area itself to catalyse many support business jobs within urban Weddell. For 40,000 people (16,000 dwellings), a total of over 14,000 jobs are needed to achieve 75% jobs self-sufficiency.

**Indicative Design Concept**

The Weddell urban area is concentrated into two north-south spines feeding to a large high amenity city centre on the Elizabeth River, and two new bridge crossings. One of these directly connects the North-South Arterial to Finn Road.

Around 500ha of industrial development is proposed for West Weddell along the rail, and more at Middle Arm. The Inland Port is located near the proposed sewerage farm,

with the existing rail line moved westward to provide sufficient length and resolve access issues. The inland port is 2.5km long.

A second industrial area of around 200ha is located along the Stuart Highway at Noonamah, to capitalise on the Stuart Highway access and proximity to existing populations.

Jenkins Road becomes an important east-west business boulevard, connecting the Noonamah, MKT and West Weddell/Middle Arm employment precincts, incorporating two town centres along it. The overall population shown is around 80-100,000, with further urban potential south of the railway. Sufficient business areas are provided to generate around 75% jobs self-sufficiency.

No urban development is shown on the Virginia side of the Elizabeth River, as the Team wanted to concentrate development within a compact self-sufficient Weddell. However, this area should be retained for future urban development, as it has high amenity river proximity and good regional access.

**Arterial Road Network**

The plan shows a highly interconnected grid of arterial and sub-arterial urban streets, all with frontage development, rather than back fences. Provided that the 75% jobs self-sufficiency is achieved, traffic estimates for a population of up to 40,000 show most of the network will be two-lane roads, with limited segments planned for four-lanes after the population passes 40,000. Only the Channel Island Bridge will require duplication in this first phase.
The network will support an on-street bus service providing good access to all the dispersed destinations within and abutting Weddell. Around 10% of all trips are assumed on public transport. The main internal bus routes will be designed to have bus priority features, well-located bus stops and high pedestrian amenity. No bus transitway or light rail is proposed northward from the River, as external travel demand to Palmerston and Darwin CBD will be more limited, and can be handled with on-road bus priority lanes.

More information on the arterial road network, traffic volumes and street types is on page 26.

**Further Investigations**

Whilst traffic volumes have been estimated for this Scenario, assuming 40,000 people and 75% jobs self-sufficiency, it is necessary to set up a sustainable transport model for Weddell and the Greater Darwin Region, so that a range of higher population scenarios and different jobs self-sufficiency and public transport mode share can be tested.

It is also important for the Inland Port strategic site to be more fully investigated in the short term, to ensure that its future development is not compromised by the major sewerage farm, water reservoir and roadworks planned for the vicinity.

**Conclusion**

The Team showed that there is significant capacity, suitable land and good strategic locations for industrial development around Weddell. They also established that in order to generate high levels of jobs for the future Weddell population, the industrial and business development should lead the residential development.
Scenario A - Mixed Use City

Early Investigations
Team A investigated several possible design options to achieve this outcome. First they considered whether to dam the Elizabeth River at its current bridge, to create a large lake with extensive waterfront urban amenity for the adjoining city centre (and eliminate the biting insects). However, the team found that a lake would destroy about 5% of Darwin Harbour’s mangroves, and this was considered too much of an environmental loss. In addition, a lake would create environmental issues for a water body that would be freshwater during the Wet, but topped up with saltwater during the dry.

Instead, Team A adopted a low-tide tidal management barrage on the Elizabeth River, upstream of Mitchell Creek, retaining a substantially-intact mangrove edge to the river, and requiring urban amenity to be created away from the riverfront. They also located light industrial development along the Railway, to mitigate the biting insects.

Local Jobs Strategy
This plan indicatively provides for around 60% of total jobs needed locally. Key success factors for achieving this include:

- Capturing INPEX-generated support businesses
- A high amenity city centre to attract knowledge workers with choice
- A strategically-planned integrator arterial network, to facilitate business development
- Upgrading the MKT airfield as a major general aviation hub
- Early provision of the INPEX construction workers accommodation at the key junction of Finn and Jenkins Roads, to inspire early development

INPEX-inspired Business Centre
In anticipation of business spinoffs from INPEX, the design proposes a new business-oriented mixed-use centre along the new east-west link between INPEX and the city centre. The Railway crossing and No Name Road are to be re-aligned slightly to strengthen the movement economy of this centre, located just east of the Railway.

Public Transport
The design proposes a bus transitway corridor, from Palmerston through Zuccoli and Virginia, then passing southwest to cross the River to the city centre. Bus services would extend from the city centre, west to Middle Arm, south to Finn Road and Berry Springs, and east to Noonamah.

City Centre
The proposed City Centre overlooks and capitalises on the tropical amenity of the mangrove-lined Elizabeth River, and locates at the key junction of a westward link to the INPEX/Middle Arm industrial precinct, and a southward link to Finn Road. Locating the city centre this far west puts it closer to INPEX and related early development.

The design proposes two small creek branches be dammed for high amenity lakes, which are to be topped up by saltwater pumped from the Elizabeth River.

Scenario A proposes a large city of over 100,000 people, emphasising innovative mixed use development, with its city centre focusing on the Elizabeth River, in response to major mitigation of the biting insect impacts. The plan was required to deliver over 60% jobs self-sufficiency, or around 0.7 jobs per household.

They were required to strategically locate a hospital and university, consider an airport, and catalyse a strong jobs link to Middle Arm. In addition, they were required to establish the 3,000-person INPEX Workers Village in Weddell as an exemplar design first stage neighbourhood.

First neighbourhood at Jenkins + Finn Road junction which will grow to become the first town centre

Rejected lake scheme
These small scenic and recreational lakes should inspire higher densities fronting them. The design proposes a hospital and university as key anchors within the city centre.

“INPEX Pioneer Village”
An innovative ‘INPEX Pioneer Village’ is proposed to catalyse the first stage of development for Weddell, at the intersection of Jenkins, Finn and No Name Roads. Whilst isolated, this site is relatively close to INPEX, and has the advantage of existing road infrastructure, power and water along Jenkins Road. The strategic position of this centre should help it to flourish and become Weddell’s first small town centre.

The design shows a small street-based centre with retail and local services, along with high amenity parks. The workers village might be modelled on the Darwin Airport Resort, a ‘village in a tropical garden’, with housing provided in a diversity of forms - cottages, duplexes, apartments, etc. The Workers Dining Hall and other facilities would front the street, and double as a café/restaurant/pub/corner store for the first neighbourhood. Small businesses could establish along the main streets to provide the many services required by the workers village.

Both Jenkins and Finn Roads would be sealed at an early stage to encourage traffic through the neighbourhood.

Conclusion
This transit-oriented and highly mixed-use jobs-rich design for Weddell capitalises on INPEX, the river, and the existing movement network. It could support a population of about 100,000.
The team proposed a maximum treatment of midge breeding areas with a tidal barrage just upstream of the existing Elizabeth River bridge, so that the City can focus development around the River amenity and on infill north of the river, through Virginia and Zuccoli.

**Maximise Urban Development along the Light Rail Corridor**

To optimise urban sustainability and minimise car dependence, the design proposes construction of the light rail from Darwin CBD to Palmerston, then through Virginia to Weddell “from Day One”.

Light rail needs dense mixed-use walkable urbanism along its length, to maximise transit riders, and support cyclists and pedestrians, resulting in less car dependence.

Development would commence along this route in the north with new nodes in southern Zuccoli, and then along a relocated North-South Arterial corridor paralleling the River’s north shore, connecting up areas of Government-owned and private undeveloped land from the Mitchell Creek, through Virginia to Guinare Road. The light rail route then crosses the River and heads through a dense river-fronting township en route to Weddell’s new city centre, before turning southeast to link to a new Noonamah township on the Stuart Highway.

Development density and intensive mixed uses are concentrated within 1km of the light rail corridor, with lower density development beyond, which is served by a bus network concentrated towards the Weddell City Centre. The city, as shown including areas north of the river, has a population of up to 200,000.

**City Centre**

A large north-south oriented city centre straddles the light rail corridor in the centre of the Weddell site. The city centre is the focus of a ‘deformed wheel’ arterial network radiating to the extremities of Weddell and beyond. These links include existing Jenkins and Finn Roads, another new link from the south-west and Cox Peninsula, a new northerly route to the west of Bennett’s Creek, crossing the river to Virginia, and the realigned north-south arterial to Guinare.

**Biting Insect Mitigation**

As this Scenario incorporates extensive early urban development between Palmerston and Weddell, to provide a continuous urban corridor supporting the light rail, early mitigation of biting insects is required. As breeding areas along both the Elizabeth River and its tributaries need to be treated, a low-tide barrage would be constructed just beside the Elizabeth River bridge (see Scenario C for more barrage details). The structure would serve a dual purpose by being designed to support the duplication of the road bridge, in accord with traffic projections.

A linear belt of industrial development is focused along the railway to mitigate midge dispersal from the south-west breeding areas, whilst a large Nature Reserve is located in the north-west of Weddell, just south of the Elizabeth River in the most constrained biting insect area.

**Environmental Trade-offs**

The Elizabeth River Nature Reserve in the northwest is to be a major park as it retains an attractive area of native vegetation; it has extensive riverfront; the country is hilly and is bisected by two attractive mangrove inlets, which contain a significant number of...
archaeological sites. It is similar in size to the Charles Darwin National Park.

The Team identified that the existing stream corridors were very wide, and in places were divisive to efficient urban development. In response, the plan shows these corridors narrowed, particularly around street crossings, to improve development yield close to the light rail, and to help reduce walking distances and ensure passive surveillance across the parkway.

**Energy-efficient House Design**
The Team also investigated a current concern in Darwin relating to the recently-introduced national Five Star House Energy rating requirements. This rating was seen as not supportive of naturally-ventilated houses. However, it was concluded that it is possible to work within this framework and that a separate Tropical Five Star Rating was not needed.

**Conclusion**
This design exemplifies urban sustainability using a corridor-based urban structure of dense jobs-rich transit-oriented development, inspired by extensive frontage amenity along both sides of the Elizabeth River and Bennett’s Creek, and made possible by a low tide midge-mitigation barrage at the Elizabeth River bridge.

This design is based on two key parameters: that the light rail is established prior to the urban development; and that the large areas of undeveloped land north of the river around Virginia can be developed as an urban corridor by choosing an alternative route for the North South Arterial. These areas would be developed prior to Weddell, and be staged to follow the light rail construction.
Scenario C - River City

Early Designing
The sub-regional plan located the City Centre overlooking the river, capitalising on a proposed light rail corridor linking north to Palmerston and Darwin, and terminating in the south at a substantial Noonamah township capitalising on the Stuart Highway.

Six relatively self-sufficient, 20,000-person mixed-use townships, support the CBD. The Virginia township north of the river has a proposed hospital, well-located to serve Greater Darwin’s southern population. The MKT airfield is retained and provides an opportunity for a small business centre nearby.

Addressing the River
Capitalising on the proximity to the river was a key issue given the tidal mangroves support such a profusion of biting insects. The question of how, where and whether a tidal management barrage could be constructed across the Elizabeth River was investigated.

A ‘barrage’ is a constructed tidal management barrier, whose height can allow most tides to flow over it, but which can raise the levels of the lowest tides. Midge larvae are understood to breed on the tidal mud flats at the low-level margins of the mangroves. The theory of this design is, if a barrage were to be constructed that raised the low water level above the midge-breeding area, then we might be able to destroy these areas, and their impact.

This barrage also supports a road bridge which links a secondary north-south corridor of development between the railway and the light rail corridor down the middle of Weddell.

An additional means of reducing midge impacts on Weddell is to develop a band of industrial land between the new city and the other main midge-breeding mangroves west of the railway. This band is generally too wide for midges to cross.

Lastly, the design proposes dams on the two small southern tributaries of the river on either side of the CBD, to form high amenity saltwater urban lakes, similar to the one at Darwin’s Waterfront. These dams will flood midge-breeding areas and involve removal of the mangroves to create an urban water interface. The perspective sketch shows how this lake might appear with the CBD beyond, viewed from the top of the dam wall.

Public Transport
A citywide light rail corridor is proposed linking Darwin’s CBD through Palmerston and Weddell, terminating at Noonamah. An efficient local bus network passes through Weddell’s other neighbourhood and town centres to feed the main public transport corridor, where passengers potentially could change to an ‘express light rail’ along the corridor to Darwin’s CBD.

A ferry to link Weddell to the Darwin CBD was investigated. However, it was rejected, as the terminal would need to be at the existing Elizabeth River Bridge because of upstream rock ledges. This is remote from Weddell and users would need car parking or bus transfer. This area is also a severe biting midge zone.

Bennett’s Creek & Wetland Parkways
Waterlogged soil areas along the stream lines are retained as large green parkways. These run between town centres and should inspire relatively dense urban development along streets fronting them.
narrowed in part to provide good passive surveillance to parkway users.

**Efficient Development of Land**
The plan proposes the spatially efficient development of both Government and private lands within and adjoining Weddell. It shows potential redevelopment of some rural living areas, such as north and east of Virginia, which might follow development of nearby public land.

**Issues for Further Research**
It is important to test construction and monitoring of a small scale tidal barrage on a small mangrove-lined tidal creek to show whether the proposed tidal management system would work to reduce the midge breeding without the midges simply migrating upslope, and without significant loss of mangroves due to the slightly higher ‘low tide’ levels.

This scenario proposes several two-lane bridges over the Elizabeth River instead of one multi-lane primary bridge. This design would thereby provide better connectivity, but these benefits need to be tested against the costs.

**Conclusion**
This is perhaps the most ambitious of the scenarios. If implemented, a relatively large and sustainable transit-oriented city may emerge, focusing on a new CBD overlooking a relatively midge-free Elizabeth River parkway, flanked by high amenity saltwater lakes.

The size of this city may initially seem daunting. However this large city may absorb substantial future urban growth that might otherwise expand to negatively impact the remainder of the undeveloped shores of Darwin Harbour.

*Artists impression of the lake parkway*  
*Low tide barrage to destroy midge breeding areas - with bridge and street crossing on top of it*  
*River city centre at Virginia crossing with saltwater lakes to east and west*  
*Artists impression of the lake parkway*
Traffic + Streets

During the Forum, some preliminary investigations occurred into future indicative traffic volumes, possible arterial street network layouts, and into more sustainable and climatically-suitable street types and cross-sections.

Traffic Volumes

As no suitable traffic model exists for Darwin at present (particularly one that adequately incorporates sustainable transport modes and mixed land uses), it was not possible to generate indicative traffic volumes for each Scenario. Instead a ‘generic’ model derived from the Scenario B Plan was set up, and traffic volumes were calibrated based on the following parameters:

- 40,000 people (around 16,000 dwellings)
- 75% jobs self-sufficiency (75% of the number jobs needed by the Weddell population would be provided south of the river)
- 10% of all trips by public transport
- A street pattern of relatively closely-spaced integrator arterials (no back fences), and a highly interconnected local street network, both strongly supportive of walking and cycling.

Based on these parameters, the indicative total vehicles per day (vpd) are shown in the plan opposite. As a broad principle, streets with less than 20,000 vpd are two-lane, and those under 40,000 vpd require four lanes. Throughout Weddell, all arterials and river crossings can be two-lane streets, with the exception of the Channel Island Road bridge crossing, which would need to be duplicated to four lanes. The north-south arterial from Virginia would also need to be four lanes.

These traffic volumes provide a broad estimate of the approximate volumes that could be expected with the other Scenarios assuming similar parameters. More modelling is needed to test traffic volumes for the fully developed 100,000+ populations, and for the higher traffic volumes generated by a 40,000 population if a much lower level of jobs self-sufficiency is targeted. Palmerston, for example, has a relatively low jobs self-sufficiency figure of 42%.

Appropriately-spaced arterial and sub-arterial/local connector streets, based on the potential long term population, will be critical to achieving a high amenity urban environment at reasonable cost and minimal traffic congestion. Most scenarios have worked to an 800m spacing of these higher order streets, as this is also supportive of a bus network within around 400m of all dwellings and destinations.

Street Types

Key principles identified for more sustainable street types in Weddell included minimising pavement width to ensure slow local traffic speeds and compatibility with cyclists; minimised pavement width to cut down on urban heat capture; verge width sufficient to accommodate efficient services, trees and footpaths; and median streets with central swales for use when stormwater quality treatment is proposed within the street.

Four street sections were proposed for local streets and two are shown below. They include a typical local street, a park edge street, a typical connector street and a median-swale street. Specific designs were not provided for arterial streets, however the West Australian Liveable Neighbourhoods Code (Western Australian Planning Commission, Edition 4, 2008) provides cross sections for integrator arterials.
Indicative Development Costs

Indicative costs for physical, social and environmental infrastructure for a new city at Weddell were considered during the Design Forum. Prior costings were available for major physical infrastructure and the typical costs of residential land development. The workshop also estimated typical costings for social, community or environmental infrastructure as these components were considered critical to ensure that Weddell is able to become a successful and sustainable city of choice, rather than a low income fringe residential estate.

Based on the Team E design, but broadly applicable to most scenarios, the Team first itemised the key elements relating to roads, public transport, social infrastructure, and alternative technology. Based on efficient staging, an estimation was made of the typical overall costs for the first 1,000 dwellings, 4,000 dwellings and 10,000 dwellings for physical and social/environmental infrastructure. It must be stressed that all costs are indicative estimates only, and all require further verification.

Indicative Costs for 4,000 Dwellings

The typical costs for physical and social/environmental infrastructure were estimated for 4,000 dwellings as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capital Works</th>
<th>Social/Environ Infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landscape - lake stg 2</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Corner store/community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewerage</td>
<td>Health Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycled Water</td>
<td>Bus terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>Affordable Housing (contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Infrastructure</td>
<td>Third pipe reticulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$8m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$22m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$8m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$25m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$40m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$16m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$119m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$240m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$36m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$80m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$7m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$8m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$75m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$212m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Land Costs

A typical block of land broadly involves the following cost inputs:

- Capital works costs - include the physical infrastructure that is needed to get services (including power, sewer, water and major streets) to a development area
- Site infrastructure costs – include construction of a subdivision, including streets, reticulated services, stormwater treatment, basic landscaping and park establishment
- Community and environmental infrastructure – including schools, community centres, public transport, establishment of initial retail outlets, environmental management, alternative power sources, recycled water, amenity infrastructure, jobs and business development services, etc (not all of these are directly incorporated into the land price)
- Land cost – purchase and holding costs for private land; various methods for valuing Government land
- Developer profit – a percentage added to the total costs paid by the developer.

However, not all community and environmental infrastructure costs are typically included in the price of land; some costs are borne by Government such as a new school, and some are borne by householders such as the installation of photovoltaic cells on houses. They have been included below to indicate the total attributable costs for new development at Weddell.

The table below provides a summary of the estimated costs for 4,000 dwellings (10,000 population) based on the indicative physical and social/environmental infrastructure costs shown.

### Cost Breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$50,000-$70,000 per dwellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On-budget expenditure over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead-in Infrastructure</td>
<td>$40,000 per dwelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social + Environmental Infrastructure</td>
<td>$82,500 per dwelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction + Local Infrastructure</td>
<td>$45,000 per dwelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Land Value</td>
<td>$50,000 per dwelling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Public Transport Costs

Estimates for the costs of light rail, bus transitway and on-street bus were made (excluding any land cost), together with an estimate of the total trips likely, and the average cost per trip. Based on a large city of 40,000 dwellings (100,000 population), this ranged from $30 per trip for light rail, to $8 per trip for bus transitway and $750 per trip for on-street bus, based only on customers generated by Weddell’s population. More work is required to estimate the passenger loads generated beyond Weddell, especially to help justify the higher costs of light rail construction. It also showed that the bus transitway might be only slightly higher in cost per trip than an on-street bus service; this is because it can attract greater passenger numbers.

Influence of Growth Rates

A key influence on development costs will relate to Weddell’s rate of growth. This influences how fast or slow Government is able to recoup its expenditure on physical infrastructure to establish Weddell as a new urban area, as well as how quickly Government can justify expenditure on community infrastructure, which itself helps support higher growth rates.

As the expenditure required for the first 1-4,000 dwellings will be high, it is important to ensure that the initial development phase is delivered at a relatively high growth rate. This could require a delayed start, to minimise external competition.

Cost-effective Sustainability

Finally the team itemised and costed the numerous sustainability features and carbon reduction contributors that could be incorporated into Weddell. Key influences on keeping costs down included ensuring that each parameter was considered properly at the relevant scale of design: house – block - neighbourhood – city, so that for example, a street layout creates lots of appropriate solar orientation to suit siting of naturally-ventilated dwellings.
Conclusions + Recommendations

What the Scenario Outcomes have told us
The Scenario Outcomes explored the constraints and opportunities of the study area using best practice Sustainable Urban Design principles and tested a variety of options for the future development of Weddell. Options included how Weddell related to the Elizabeth River; how Weddell related to Palmerston, Darwin and Litchfield, modes of transport, and choices about city size and shape, amount of jobs self-sufficiency, housing density and diversity, and when, where and how to start.

The Scenarios revealed that there still remain many choices about the future form of Weddell. In addition, each Team investigated a specific issue (such as traffic generation, development costs, water interface, biting insect control, housing typologies, transit options etc), and the outcomes of these specific investigations need to be synthesised into the next iteration of designs.

It is recommended that the scenarios should be reviewed and analysed, with the deletion of now unlikely propositions, and with the benefit of information from further studies. A further design iteration soon will likely deliver a narrower range of scenarios for consideration, and inform a comprehensive work program for planning the future City of Weddell.

More Technical Studies
A range of technical studies have been completed, or are in the process of being completed. Through the Design Forum many of these studies were tested by the place-based design process. A number of current studies will need to be re-scoped and further studies will be required to inform the next iteration of the design concept.

It is recommended that the following Technical Studies are initiated or re-scoped:

- Investigate options for urban stormwater quality treatment solutions that require less land take than current solutions
- Investigate in detail the option for an ‘Inland Port’ along the railway line
- Investigate the potential for MKT airfield, or other sites, to become a general aviation hub
- Confirm the conclusions about the potential ferry terminal

In addition, it is recommended that all other Weddell technical studies should be reviewed in the light of the Design Forum, and any additional requirements for re-scoping be identified.

City-Wide Sustainable Growth Strategy
The Design Forum identified the need for Weddell to be considered in the context of a comprehensive Greater Darwin Sustainable Growth Strategy. The strategy should explore in detail the extent to which intensification of existing areas can be an alternative to Weddell, or a short term option to defer starting Weddell.

A key purpose of the Strategy should be to determine the most appropriate form of public transport system for Darwin, and thus, in future, Weddell. This will involve consideration of routes, modes, location of key destinations and jobs nodes, required customer loads, as well as considering the diversity of housing and public realm improvements to help transform Darwin into a more walkable, attractive, comfortable and resilient city. Options for provision of, and costs of, major road infrastructure should also be explored. The strategy should also examine the costs to Government of the timely provision of infrastructure for different growth options.

It is recommended that the next stages of planning for Weddell be done in conjunction with a comprehensive Greater Darwin Sustainable Growth Strategy that will include determination of an appropriate public transport strategy for the city’s growth.

When Weddell?
High growth rate scenarios indicate Weddell should be brought on sooner rather than later – with estimates of 15,000 dwellings by 2025. However, the low growth rate scenario (around 5,000 dwellings by 2025) suggests Weddell should commence later, and that it could be challenging to fund adequate early services and social infrastructure to create a successful and viable community. Premature land release at Weddell could struggle to compete with concurrent Palmerston Eastern Suburbs land releases on sales rates, land price and cost-efficiency.

The early success of Weddell will depend strongly on high levels of up-front investment to quickly create an appealing and functional community with good transport and social infrastructure, a great public realm and visible sustainability features. This will require significant seed funding by Government, coupled with innovative ‘point of difference’ marketing to ensure it attracts a diverse population. The creation of a successful community in Weddell will also require the delivery of significant jobs ahead of, and concurrent with, housing development.

As Weddell’s growth is highly dependent on the progress of the INPEX project, the proposed INPEX workers village could be relocated to Weddell and used as a catalyst for the generation of early physical and social infrastructure.
It is recommended that detailed financial modelling now occur on the interplay between Government expenditure requirements for Weddell’s physical, social, environmental and urban amenity infrastructure and the required growth rates.

It is recommended that strategies be adopted that promote delivery of early jobs to Weddell through release of industrial and commercial lands, and business facilitation. The option of the proposed INPEX workers village being moved to Weddell should be explored.

Delivering Sustainability
As Weddell Team Leader Paul Murrain said: “Sustainable cities are easy… we just need to do everything differently!” It was clear through the sustainability consultation processes used for the Design Forum that there are a wide range of views within Government, Industry and the wider Community as to what sustainable development is, and what that implies for Weddell and for that matter, the Greater Darwin Region itself. The Scenario Outcomes enable discussion on sustainability for Weddell to relate to real choices and real issues derived of the place. What are the priorities? What is achievable? Can and should Weddell be a ‘World Class Green City’ whilst the rest of Darwin is not?

The designs developed through the Design Forum have applied best practice Sustainable Urbanism principles, and the results are quite different from most current development in Darwin, most existing standards within the planning scheme, and most design standards applied by the Department of Lands and Planning and Darwin Region Local Authorities. For example, proposed residential density per hectare is higher than currently being developed in the Darwin Region, and is necessary to support any credible sustainability outcomes such as earning early and adequate public transport, and early delivery of social infrastructure and local retail.

It is recommended further work be undertaken prioritising the most important sustainable development parameters, and setting sustainability targets. More investigations should then be undertaken as part of the next Weddell design phase to determine how these might best be achieved.

It is recommended a Tropical Sustainable Neighbourhoods Development Code be developed and applied to new urban development across Greater Darwin.

Financial Feasibility + Costs of Land Release
Costing for the early phases of Weddell show that overall development costs per dwelling are high, but for legitimate reasons. Opening up a new development front is usually expensive, even as conventional land development. But for Weddell, there will be extra costs to deliver early community services, facilities and amenity features to create a destination of choice and to support affordable living - early schools, shops, support services, catalyst job generators and so on. There will also be extra costs to deliver ‘sustainable development’ items (such as renewable power, enhanced public transport mode and services, recycled water, environmental management, etc).

It is recommended that comprehensive financial feasibility (development costs and returns) modelling be set up for Weddell, covering both Government land and private land. With this, issues such as potential sources of funding, cash flows and sales rates can be investigated.

Housing Affordability + Diversity
Conventional urban fringe land release may no longer be the automatic affordable housing choice in Darwin, particularly when such areas are provided with adequate social facilities and environmental infrastructure. This is similar to many other Australian cities... new land and housing is expensive (its new!), and living on the fringe of cities adds to living expenses (especially travel and car ownership costs).

We need to provide a diverse range of affordable housing choices throughout the Greater Darwin Region, including Weddell. To offer affordable living in Weddell, it will be critical to provide a range of housing choices, with high amenity to support smaller lot or medium density housing types. The Weddell scenarios demonstrated that housing would need to be provided as around 50% of conventional lots, and 50% as other, denser, housing types.

It is recommended that further investigation occur into providing a good range of affordable housing options across Greater Darwin. Options such as urban infill are more likely to deliver affordable outcomes when properly costed, as they capitalise on existing or affordably augmented infrastructure.

Weddell’s housing vision... half conventional lots and half urban housing types

Weddell Design Competition
The Forum Outcomes reveal the wide range of choices still evident in the future shape, location, extent and structure of Weddell, and the complex issues underlying further refinement of the future framework for Weddell. However, there was broad concurrence that the first neighbourhoods or first town centre should be located around the Jenkins and Finn Road junction, west of Bennett’s Creek, and generally north to the potential lake site.

In order to get the best return on investment from the proposed Design Competition, it is recommended to limit it to ideas for the initial precinct of Weddell, and to focus it towards providing a suite of tropical, sustainable building typologies embracing the Weddell Vision. These could range from conventional housing, small lot housing, apartments and medium rise mixed use buildings, to public buildings such as urban schools and integrated community centres.
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